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Potsdam
Frederick the Great decided his 
father’s garrison town would 
be ideal for a residence and 
his Prussian royal successors 
agreed, leaving the city a legacy 
of palaces, sprawling parks and 
cultural diversity.

Potsdam was settled by the Slavic Hevelli 
people and by late in the 10th century there 
was a ring fortification near Alter Markt. A 
fortification was built by the Askanier lords at 
the strategic Havel river crossing, now Lange 
Brücke, in the 12th century. The settlement, 
which lived mainly by fishing, was of little 
consequence during most of the medieval 
period. But by the 14th century the river 
crossing was of enough importance to its Mark 
Brandenburg lords to warrant refortification. 

Its role changed when the ‘Great Elector’ 
Friedrich Wilhelm after 1660 built elements of 
the castle into a pleasure palace, later called 
the Stadtschloß. Here the elector pronounced 
the 1685 Edict of Potsdam, granting 
persecuted French Protestants sanctuary and 
freedom of conscience in his domains. This 
was to influence the mixture of the city’s later 
population.

Friedrich Wilhelm’s grandson, the martial 
king Friedrich Wilhelm I, made Potsdam a 
garrison town, for which the Garnisonkirche 
built, and work on a wall with town gates and 
a city canal was begun. The king settled Dutch 
craftsmen in his town and enlarged it twice, 
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putting an end to the medieval Potsdam. 
But Frederick the Great saw further 

possibilities and the building of palaces began 
in earnest as Frederick sought buildings 
worthy of a royal residence. He commissioned 

the small Schloß Sanssouci as a summer 
palace and later the imposing Neues Palais 
was added. Successive Hohenzollern rulers 
added further buildings in what became known 
as Park Sanssouci. Frederick, in a gesture 

RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information: Humboldtstraße Straße 1 (tel 0331-27558899, M-F 9.30-18.30, Sa-Su 
9.30-15); Bahnhofspassagen (M-Sa 9.30-18.30, Su 9.30-15).
Accommodation service: tel 0331-27558899, email info@potsdamtourismus.de.
Money: Deutsche Bank, Charlottenstraße 40 (M-Tu & Th 9.30-18, W & F 9.30-14); Berliner 
Volksbank, Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 115 (M-F 9-18); Sparda-Bank, Friedrich-Engels-Straße 
100 (M-Tu & Th 9-13, 14-18, W & F 9-13).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof, Friedrich-Engels-Straße exit (€5/4/3 per day).
Transit information: ViP Kundenzentrum, Hauptbahnhof, Friedrich-Engels-Straße exit (M-F 
7-19, Sa 9-14.30); ViP Kundenzentrum, Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 8 (M-F 7-19, Sa 9-14.30).
Post: Am Kanal 16 (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-13); Hauptbahnhof (M-Th 5.15-22, F 5.15-22.30, Sa 
6.15-22.30, Su 7.30-22).
Internet: Tourist Information Am Alten Markt, Humboldtstraße 1 (M-F 9.30-18.30, Sa-Su 
9.30-15); Starbucks, Brandenburger Straße 28A (M-F 7.30-20, Sa 8-20, Su 9.30-20).
Laundry: Schnell und Sauber Waschcenter, Friedrich-Wolf-Straße 10B (M-Sa 9.30-21.30); 
Waschbar Potsdam, Geschwister-Scholl-Straße 82 (M-F 15-1, Sa-Su 10-1).
Police: tel 110; Henning-von-Tresckow-Straße 9 (tel 0331-55080).
Pharmacy: Königin-Luise-Apotheke, Dortustraße 58 (M-F 9-19, Sa 9-16); Löwen-Apotheke, 
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 102 (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-13); Babelsberg Apotheke, Großbeerenstraße 
123 (M-F 8-20, Sa 8-16).      
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinikum Ernst von Bergmann, Charlottenstraße 72, enter Berliner Straße (tel 
0331-24135051).

The small Rococo summer palace Schloß Sanssouci was 
 Frederick the Great’s favourite residence - and visitors admire 
Frederick’s taste.

mailto:info@potsdamtourismus.de
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reminiscent of the Great Elector’s vision, 
invited Bohemian Protestant silk weavers to 
settle in a part of present Babelsberg that the 
immigrants called Nowawes, which today 
retains characteristic period housing. From 
then, much new Potsdam architecture had an 
imported flavour.

Parklands also increased. The landscape 
architect Johann August Eyserbeck laid out 
the first Neuer Garten for Friedrich Wilhelm II 
around the Marmorpalais on a lake shore north 
of Potsdam. Peter Joseph Lenné, who later 
reshaped Berlin’s Tiergarten and established 
many of that city’s public parks, remodelled 
the Neuer Garten layout early in the 19th 
century as well as making over and extending 
Park Sanssouci. 

Russian immigrants were encouraged to 
the city in the 1820s by Friedrich Wilhelm 
III and Lenné laid out the village known as 
Siedlung Alexandrowka for them to use. The 
parks and palaces area, now comprising 150 
buildings (including areas and structures 
nearby but inside the boundaries of Berlin) 
and the village were given UNESCO world 
heritage listing in 1999.

Frederick the Great had fallen under Italian 
influence, but it was mostly Friedrich Wilhelm 
IV who, inspired by early 19th century 
visits to Italy, had buildings created in Park 
Sanssouci, and the hilltop Classical Belvedere 
am Pfingstberg, on Italian models.

In the 20th century, Potsdam became a 
centre of the German motion picture industry. 
UFA studios set up in Babelsberg in 1917, 
during the silent movie era, and made many  
of the first German talkies, Der Blaue Engel, 
the film that launched the international 
career of Marlene Dietrich, and Fritz Lang’s 
Metropolis.

The Garnisonkirche, where Frederick the 
Great and his father Friedrich Wilhelm I were 
then buried, was the scene of a key piece of 
political theatre, a March 1933 ceremony to 
inaugurate the new Reichstag term with Adolf 
Hitler as chancellor. Hitler, who was soon to 
seize wide powers, bowed his head and shook 
hands with the president Paul von Hindenburg 
in a show of solidarity between the Nazis and 
the Prussian martial establishment. The church 
was damaged in World War II and demolished 
in the 1960s, but a rebuilding project is under 
way.

The Potsdam conference of 1945, held 
at Schloß Cecilienhof in Neuer Garten, 
finally confirmed many of the conditions 
and boundaries for post-war Germany. The 
deliberations were attended by US president 
Harry Truman, the Soviet leader Josef Stalin 
and Winston Churchill (who was replaced for 
the second part of the conference, through 
a UK general election, by the new prime 
minister Clement Atlee). The Cold War 
GDR frontier the Allied powers had already 
negotiated divided Potsdam from Berlin in 
1949 and the border was closed at Glienicker 
Brücke in 1961. 

At Germany’s reunification, Potsdam 
became capital of Brandenburg state. In 
the early 1990s Frederick’s remains were 
reinterred in the simple slab grave on the 
terrace outside Schloß Sanssouci – with his 
beloved greyhounds, as he had wished. The 
Stadtschloß, demolished late in the 1950s due 
to bombing damage, has been reconstructed in 
its external appearance for the use of the state 
assembly.

The pedestrian Brandenburger Straße embodies the Potsdam Altstadt’s restored  
character.

The Große Fontane is the central feature of Park Sanssouci.

The simple slab grave of Frederick the Great beside his beloved greyhounds on 
the terrace before Schloß Sanssouci.



To replace the medieval castle, the Stadtschloß (M-Su 8-18) 
was completed by the elector Friedrich Wilhelm in 1669 to 
a Baroque design by Jacob van Campen.  It was extended in 
1682 but the Fortunaportal to Alter Markt was not added 
until 1701, to celebrate Friedrich I’s assumption of a royal 
title. The structure was redesigned in Rococo to plans by 
Georg Wenzeslaus von Knobelsdorff and completed in 1756, 
after which it was used by Frederick the Great as his winter 
residence in preference to Berlin. In April 1945 it was heavily 
damaged in an Allied air raid and in 1960 the remains were 
demolished. But in recent years it has been rebuilt with its 
traditional exterior, along with the Fortunaportal, and the 
modern interiors now house the state assembly Landtag 
Brandenburg. Take trams 91-3, 96, or 98-9 to Alter Markt.

A 13th century parish church 
at Alter Markt was replaced 
by a Baroque church that 
burned in 1795. The Neoclas-
sical St Nikolaikirche (Tu-Sa 
11-20, Su 11.30-20, donation 
requested) by Karl Friedrich 
Schinkel was then planned 
with the crown prince, later 
Friedrich Wilhelm IV, with St 
Peter’s in Rome and St Paul’s 
in London as inspirations. But 
the project was a long one, the 
exterior only being completed 
with the addition of the cupola 
(after the death of Schinkel and 
his successor Ludwig Persius) 
to 78m high by Schinkel’s 
protege Friedrich August 
Stüler in 1843. The evan gelists 
and apostles appear in the apse 
painting by Bernhard Wilhelm 
Rosendahl. Bomb damage was 
extensive but restorations were 
completed in 2010. A new 
organ was installed in 2017. 
The tower can be climbed (see 
Views). Take trams 91-3, 96, or 
98-9 to Alter Markt.

The graceful Altes Rathaus (1755) was designed by 
Jan Bouman but the influence of the Renaissance 
Classicism of Andrea Palladio, apparently through 
an unrealised draft for a building in Vicenza, is 
clear in its appearance. After its life as a civic centre 
the building’s history included use as police cells, 
debtors’ prison and bank. It too had to be rebuilt 
after the depredations of war and now houses the 
city museum (see Museums).  Now attached to it is 
the so-called Knobelsdorff Haus (1750), designed 
by the architect for his own use. One of the city’s 
obelisks stands in front, rebuilt to depict the archi-
tects Knobelsdorff, Schinkel, Persius and Gontard. 
Take trams 91-3, 96, or 98-9 to Alter Markt.

The Marstall (1685) at the corner of Schloßstraße 
and Breite Straße is a survivor of the former 
Stadtschloß complex, and built facing the Lustgarten 
to the design of Johann Arnold Nering as an orange-
rie. The ‘Soldier King’ Friedrich Wilhelm I had it 
converted for use as the royal stables and part of the 
Lustgarten was made into a drill ground. It remained 
in use as stables for more than 200 years, though al-
tered by Knobelsdorff in 1746. From 1922 it was used 
as a museum and as such rescued from demolition 
after 1945 despite heavy bombing damage. Renova-
tions followed, allowing it to become the Filmmuse-
um (see Museums). Take trams 91-3, 96, or 98-9 to 
Alter Markt or bus X15 or 606 to Schloßstraße.
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Altstadt 
More than most places, a Potsdam city walk 
is one through the past. At Alter Markt is the 
classic Fortunaportal of the reconstructed 
Stadtschloß, with the Nikolaikirche, Altes 
Rathaus and ornamental obelisk completing 
the ensemble of buildings. Am Alten Markt 
leads north to Am Kanal, with Platz der Einheit 
in view to the west. Follow that square north 
onto Am Bassin, where the grander Baroque 
facades of the Holländisches Viertel face 
St Peter und Paul Kirche. Gutenbergstraße, 
on the north side of the church, leads east 
to Hebbelstraße. This leads to Mittelstraße, 
centre of the red-brick Holländisches Viertel, 
running west to Friedrich-Ebert-Straße south 
of Nauener Tor, one of the remnants of the 
north city wall.

The avenue Hegelallee follows the line of 
the old wall. To the east is the former city gate 
Jägertor, now freestanding at the north end of 
Lindenstraße, a leafy example of town house 
architecture running south to the pedestrian 
Brandenburger Straße. At the west end is the 
more substantial gateway Brandenburger Tor, 
less famous than its Berlin namesake, and 
beyond the showpiece Luisenplatz.

To the south of the gate, Charlottenstraße, 
one line of restored Baroque housing leads 
back east toward Lindenstraße, where the 
Alte Wache stands on the corner. South along 
Lindenstraße, topped by the cupola, is an 
impressive restored military orphanage, the 
Großes Militärwaisenhaus. On Breite Straße 
stands an ornamental obelisk (a counterpart 
to that in Alter Markt) near the site of the 
vanished 18th century gate Neustädter Tor. 
Breite Straße leads back toward Alter Markt, 
past the Hiller-Brandtsche Häuser, and the 
former royal stables, the Marstall.

A journey back to the city plan of 1722 
is possible with a walk along the south end 
of Dortustraße and Yorckstraße, showing 
stretches of the old city transport and drainage 
canal that was fed by the Havel. 

At Siefertstraße, divert as far as Am Neuen 
Markt, with the restored buildings of the small 
18th century market square, including the 
Kutschstall. Return to follow Am Kanal to 
Große Fischerstraße on the Havel bank, where 
there is a stretch of the contemporary city 
customs wall.

Information
The city office of Potsdam Tourismus is at 
Humboldtstraße 1 but many visitors will find it 
convenient to check at the Hauptbahnhof office 
(open the same hours) in Bahnhofspassagen. 
Online information in English is available at 
www.potsdam-tourism.com.

Given the number of parks and palaces, 
the Stiftung Preußischer Schlösser und Gärten 
Berlin-Brandenburg visitor centre behind 
the Historische Mühle windmill near Schloß 
Sanssouci (An der Orangerie 1, Mar-Oct M-Su 
8.30-17, Nov-Feb M-Su 9-16) is especially 
useful for site details and background 
information. The SPSG website www.spsg.de 
is a good start for research. 

Visitors hoping to visit many palaces on 
one day should consider the Sanssouci+ ticket 
(€21/16 online, €19/14 at ticket offices), which 
includes most Potsdam palaces, though fixed 
admission times are needed to visit Schloß 
Sanssouci and Neues Palais. Some palaces 
are open only six or seven months a year. A 
day permit for photography at the palaces (no  

https://www.potsdam-tourism.com
https://www.spsg.de


The St Peter und Paul Kirche (M-F 9-18,  
Sa 10-18, Su after services) dominates the east 
end of Brandenburger Straße at Bassinplatz. It 
is  Potsdam’s Catholic church, rebuilt in 1868 by 
Wilhelm Salzenburg in late Romantic style from 
an 18th century Baroque predecessor. Some of 
the interior from the earlier church survives, 
including high altar panels by Antoine Pesne. 
Salzenburg’s design blends Neoromanesque and 
Byzantine features on a cruciform plan. The 
tower is just over 60m. Behind the church is a 
memorial cemetery with the graves of about 400 
Soviet soldiers. Take tram 92 or 96 or bus 604 to 
Brandenburger Straße.

Prussian rulers had a habit of inviting foreign 
immigrants. The unique Holländisches Viertel 
comprises about 150 red-brick houses in and 
around Mittelstraße, built in the 1730s and 1740s 
for Dutch craftsmen sponsored by Friedrich Wil-
helm I. The houses, in contemporary Dutch style 
with variations on a basic gable, were designed 
by Jan Bouman in a manner pleasing to the 
king’s taste.  A museum in the Jan Bouman Haus 
(M-F 13-18, Sa-Su 11-18, €2/1, children under 
12 free) at Mittelstraße 8 describes the precinct’s 
history. Grander Dutch-style facades facing 
Bassinplatz are two generations later. Take tram 
92 or 96 or bus 697 to Nauener Tor.

The first and second versions of Nauener 
Tor (1722 and 1733) were part of the two 
extensions of Potsdam under Friedrich 
Wilhelm I, when the wall was rebuilt to link 
up with the Jägertor, Brandenburger Tor 
and now vanished Neustädter Tor (at Breite 
Straße). During the king’s reign the town’s 
population sextupled. In 1755 Nauener Tor 
was enlarged and the round towers added 
by Johann Gottfried Büring in Neogothic 
form, making it the earliest known struc-
ture in that style in Germany. Flanking 
gatehouses were added in 1869. Take tram 
92 or 96 or bus 697 to Nauener Tor.

The Tuscan-style gate Jägertor was part of Potsdam’s sec-
ond expansion and dated 1733. It is the oldest remaining 
and only one of the city’s seven gates in original condition. 
The sculpture on top shows a hunting scene with hounds 
– identifying its use, as it led to the elector Friedrich Wil-
helm’s hunting lodge – and flaming grenades either side. 
The gate spanned the Lindenstraße, but was at an angle to 
the north line of the 1722 city wall, which was designed to 
stop soldiers deserting and prevent smuggling. The Hegel-
allee today follows the line of the arched brick wall, which 
was up to 3.75m high. It was pulled down in the 1860s 
but the gate remained and was restored in recent years.  
Take bus 692, 695 or 697 to Mauerstraße. Picture © Andre 
Stiebitz/Potsdam Marketing und Service GmbH 

The remodelling of the toll house into the Alte 
Wache (1797) at the corner of Lindenstraße 
marks the end of the period when the earliest 
town wall ran along Charlottenstraße. It was 
redesigned by Andreas Ludwig Krüger as the 
guard quarters, which came into use with the 
crown prince’s regiment, employing an arcaded 
Baroque that merged with Neoclassicism. 
The Classical war deities, martial motifs and 
decoration along the balustrade and above the 
arches were by Johann and Michael Wohler. The 
surrounding Charlottenstraße houses are from 
the era of Frederick the Great or earlier. Take 
tram 91, 94 or 98 or bus 605 to Dortustraße.
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flash or tripods) is required.
The official guide booklet Potsdam’s 

Historical City Centre gives excellent 
background information on people, buildings 
and town precincts but leaves out the palaces. 
Potsdam in One Day: A city tour (Lehmstedt, 
€5) is useful for filling some gaps. The 48-
page SPSG guide Sanssouci Park costs €5.95, 
along with a range of companion guides to 
specific sites. Ask for the detailed 1:5000 map 
of Park Sanssouci, with English summaries, at 
tourist offices. 

Internationales Buch (M-F 9.30-19.30, 
Sa 9.30-18) at Brandenburger Straße 41 has 
a selection of guidebooks and maps with 
Potsdam and general literature in English. A 
Hugendubel store (M-Th 10-20, F 10-21, Sa 
9-21) is south-east of the city at the Stern-
Center in Nuthestraße.

There are more than 100 public wi-fi spots 
listed in Potsdam, including the tourist office 
at Humboldtstraße Straße 1.

Transport
Potsdam is linked by regional and S-Bahn 
services with Berlin (S7, 25 minutes, many 
times daily). Apart from the Hauptbahnhof, the 
S7 line has stops at Babelsberg and Griebnitzsee 
in the Potsdam fare zone. Some regional trains 
also use the stations Charlottenhof and Park 
Sanssouci (or Kaiserbahnhof, complete with 
heritage building) near the south boundary of 
Park Sanssouci. Direct rail services run to and 
from Magdeburg (80 minutes) several times 
daily or with changes at Brandenburg (add 20 
minutes). For Halle and Leipzig, change in 
Magdeburg. 

A Deutsche Bahn information desk (M-Su 
6-22.15) is in Bahnhofpassagen and the DB 
Reisezentrum (M-F 8-19, Sa-Su 8.30-16) can 
provide DB and VBB ticket assistance.
City transit: Potsdam is in the Berlin-
Brandenburg (VBB) regional transport area, 
where it forms zone C of the Berlin fare 
structure, so visitors can explore Potsdam 
holding a valid Berlin zone C ticket. But 
Potsdam has a separate structure of three 
zones for Verkehrsbetrieb Potsdam (ViP) local 
transit, which is based on trams and buses, 
including express X-buses. Potsdam’s zone 
A covers the city up to Glienicker Brücke and 
most of the Park Sanssouci area, except lines 
running to the west of Schloß Charlottenhof. 
Neues Palais, Schloß Babelsberg and the 
Babelsberg S-Bahn station are in Potsdam 
zone B.

Short single journeys up to four stops 
(€1.50/1.10) cover the A, B and C zones. 
Single-journey tickets valid up to one hour 
in zones A and B (€2.10/1.50), B and C 
(€1.80/1.30) or all three zones (€2.60/1.90) 
are available. A bicycle single ticket costs 
€1.70. The corresponding day tickets cost 
€4.20/3, €4/2.90 and €5.80/4.30 (bicycles 
€3.50). Up to five people can use a group day 
ticket (A and B €10.50, B and C €10, all zones 
€14.70). The S-Bahn offers an easy link with 
the Babelsberg district. Tickets can be bought 
from bus drivers, machines on trams, or fixed 
machines at major stops. Concession fares 
cover children aged 6-14.

Seek the booklet Discover Potsdam by 
Tram and Bus, an invaluable guide to reaching 
the attractions by public transport, at tourist 
offices or ViP offices (the German PDF version 
with diagrams is here) or reach information in 
English about VBB or ViP services through 

https://www.swp-potsdam.de/content/verkehr/pdf_7/vip_19_pdm_entdecken_dt_aktual_red_web.pdf


The Hiller-Brandtsche Häuser at Breite Straße 8, modelled on the Palladio-inspired 
design by Inigo Jones for the Banqueting House in Whitehall, were built in 1769 and repre-
sent an effort by Frederick the Great to turn Breite Straße into a feature boulevard. The 
king engaged Georg Christian Unger to redesign the buildings occupied by the merchant 
Hiller and the tailor Brandt and add a section for soldiers’ barracks in the centre – part of 
a Prussian trend. Roman-style sculptures and Tuscan and Corinthian columns adorned 
the facade. It became the most expensive house in Potsdam and was the cue for hundreds 
of commissions for Unger to build Potsdam buildings. It was rebuilt in the 1830s and the 
anti-Hitler plotter Henning von Tresckow lived here in the 1920s. It escaped World War II 
bombing and later restoration used 18th century exterior colours. Take bus 606 or X15 to 
Naturkundemuseum.

The army orphans’ home Großes Militärwaisenhaus 
(1724) was considered necessary to Friedrich Wilhelm 
I’s garrison city, even though the soldier king never 
fought a war. Nonetheless it was being extended by the 
time of the king’s death, having acquired 1500 children 
to feed, house, educate and put to work. But it was not 
until 1778 that it received its present impressive appear-
ance – replete with tower and cupola facing Linden-
straße – from the hand of architect Carl von Gontard. It 
continued to operate until the end of World War I and 
it took one of the largest economic portfolios in Prussia 
to support it. It was one of the establishments grievously 
damaged by bombing but was rebuilt in stages up to 
2004. Take bus 606 or X15 to Naturkundemuseum.

The Park Sanssouci fountains would not work properly, 
to the disappointment of Frederick the Great. It was the 
imaginative king Friedrich Wilhelm IV who had the 
idea of designing the Dampfmaschinenhaus (1843), 
at the water’s edge on Breite Straße, to house the steam 
machinery necessary to drive hydraulic pumps, to look 
like a mosque. The design, which made the chimney into 
a minaret, was by Ludwig Persius and became known to 
Potsdamers as the Moschee. The original steam engine 
was supplied by August Borsig of Berlin. The pump 
system, moving Havel water to the Ruinenberg storage 
above the park, still drives the fountains. The interior, 
however, is rarely open. Take tram 91, 98 or buses 605-6 
to Feuerbachstraße.

Less famous than the Berlin gate of the same 
name, the Brandenburger Tor (1770) at 
 L uis enplatz is a generation older. It was built 
by Carl von Gontard and Georg Christian 
Unger as a triumphal arch in the Roman trad-
ition, but the concept for the outer side was 
Frederick the Great’s. This included symbols 
of Prussian glory and Classical martial motifs, 
shaped by Philipp Gottfried Jenner and Con-
stantin Philipp Sartori. The west town wall 
extended north and south and is preserved in 
the walls of the Alter Stadtwächter building to 
the south. Take tram 91 or 98 or buses 605-6 
or X15 to Luisenplatz-Süd.
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the ‘Traffic’ tab at the Potsdam website www.
potsdam.de.

A ViP and VBB information point (M-F 
7-19, Sa 9-14.30) is in the Hauptbahnhof near 
the south exit and a ViP Kundenzentrum (M-F 
7-19, Sa 9-14.30) is at the WilhelmGalerie at 
Platz der Einheit 8. A ViP information hotline 
(tel 0331-6614275, M-F 7.30-20, Sa-Su 9-18) 
can answer transit inquiries. 

The ZOB at the Hauptbahnhof south exit 
to Friedrich-Engels-Straße is the hub for local 
and regional buses. Trams also converge on 
this area. Bus 695 runs from the Hauptbahnhof 
through the Altstadt and swings north of Park 
Sanssouci with stops near Schloß Sanssouci, 
the Neue Orangerie and (in Potsdam zone 
B) near Neues Palais. Trams 94 and 99 run 
past Rathaus Babelsberg (zone B) as far as 
Fontanestraße. Bus 616 runs past Schloß 
Babelsberg with connections at Rathaus 
Babelsberg and Babelsberg S-Bahn station. 
Bus 316 links Wannsee (in the Berlin tariff 
zone) with Potsdam at Glienicker Brücke 
(tram 93 from Potsdam Hauptbahnhof).  

Taxis queue at the Hauptbahnhof north 
exit. To order call tel 0331-292929.

Potsdamer Wassertaxi ferries (mid Apr-
mid Oct, M-W twice daily, Th-Su five times 
daily, mid Oct-mid Apr Sa-Su five times daily) 
zig-zag through the Havel lakes from Lange 
Brücke near the Hauptbahnhof, with services 
reaching to jetties near the Cecilienhof dairy at 
the north tip of Neuer Garten (€10), Glienicker 
Brücke (€10) and Park Babelsberg below 
Schloß Babelsberg (€7). Day tickets (€19) are 
available and children 6-14 travel at half-fare, 
bicycles at a €3 fee. Tickets are available on 
board or at the ticket office at the north end of 
Lange Brücke.

Bicycle hire is available from CityRad-
Rebhan at Heinrich-Mann-Allee 7 (tel 0331-
2706210, Mar-Nov M-F 9.30-19, Sa-Su 9.30-
20, from €11 a day, €19 two days). Potsdam 
per Pedales is at Potsdam Hauptbahnhof (tel 
0331-7480057, Apr-Oct M-F 7-19, Sa-Su 
9.30-19, Nov-Mar M-F 8-19, Sa-Su 9.30-19) 
and Griebnitzsee S-Bahn station (Easter-Oct 
M-F 9-18.30, Sa-Su 9-19) with bicycles from 
€12 per day or €14 for 24 hours (25% discounts 
for Berlin & Potsdam WelcomeCard).

Names of many Potsdam streets and some 
squares have changed since the Cold War and 
on many streets numbers run sequentially up 
one side and down the other.

Berlin & Potsdam WelcomeCard 
The Berlin tourist card package can include 
Potsdam for visitors wanting to mix 
sightseeing in both cities. Discounts include 
free Potsdam City Tour, 30% on admission at 
the Belvedere am Pfingstberg and Biosphäre 
Potsdam, 26% on admission at the Historische 
Mühle, 25% on the Alter Fritz or Kaiser 
Tour Potsdam City bus tours, Potsdam zum 
Kennenlernen walking tour, Wassertaxi ferries 
and admission at Potsdam Museum, Museum 
Barberini and Filmmuseum Potsdam, and 20% 
off the Sanssouci+ day ticket, as well as free 
public transport.

A €23 card for one person 48 hours 
includes Potsdam with discounts of 20-40% 
on admissions to 200 attractions extends 
travel to Berlin travel zone C and covers three 
children aged 6-14 with the holder. A tips 
booklet, Berlin and Potsdam map, transport 
map and bonus monthly offers are included. 
A €32 card extends these benefits to 72 hours 

https://www.potsdam.de
https://www.potsdam.de


Framing the Marlygarten or east end of Park Sanssouci is 
the court church or Friedenskirche (May-Sep M-Sa  
10-18, Su 12-18, Oct M-Sa 11-17, Su 12-17, Nov-mid 
Mar Sa 11-16, Su 12.30-16, mid Mar-Apr M-Sa 11-17,  
Su 12-17, entry free). Designed by Ludwig Persius 
for Friedrich Wilhelm IV on the pattern of the early 
Romanesque basilica of San Clemente in Rome, the 
church (1848) became part of a monastery-like complex 
comprising the 1889 mausoleum of Friedrich III (the 
emperor who reigned only 99 days) and his wife, daugh-
ter of Queen Victoria, and the 1854 Kavalierhaus, also 
known as Schloß Marly. Eventually the church’s crypt 
accommodated the grave of Friedrich Wilhelm himself. 
Take bus 614, 697 or X15 to Friedenskirche.

Schloß Sanssouci (Apr-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-16.30, €12/8 with audio 
guide), 1747 was the palace Frederick the Great passionately wanted and largely planned 
himself. His determination to have a small Rococo summer palace away from Berlin, 
away from cares, hardened into differences with Georg Wenzeslaus von Knobelsdorff over 
aspects of the design, which ended with the chief architect’s sacking and estrangement 
between the men. Frederick’s vision of simplicity and intimacy triumphed despite short-
comings identified by Knobelsdorff. The final stages of the project were managed by Jan 
Bouman. But why ‘Sans, souci.’ is expressed as such beneath the dome is much debated. 
Only 10 rooms were in the design and its epithet ‘the Prussian Versailles’ is hardly apt. 
Frederick the Enlightenment thinker required five guest rooms, one for Voltaire. Frederick 
the flautist required an ornate concert chamber. Ludwig Persius and Ferdinand von Arnim 
remodelled and plastered the household wings in the 1840s. The Weinberg, a formal ter-
raced vineyard, drops away to the Große Fontäne, the hydraulics of which failed Frederick 
and continued to fail for 100 years. The colonnade on the north side framed a courtyard 
and a view of the follies on the Ruinenberg. Frederick’s other wish, the simple slab grave 
beside his greyhounds’ at the east end of the terrace, was not realised until the 1990s. It is 
now customary to leave potatoes (another of Frederick’s obsessions) in tribute, as well as 
blooms. In the west wing is the kitchen (€4/3) with its imposing stove, equipped for the 
19th century, Take bus X15 or 695 to Schloß Sanssouci.

The many parts of Park Sanssouci 
repre sent many periods, after Fred-
erick the Great several rulers, and 
many  designers. Knobelsdorff supplied 
the first plans for the Weinberg and 
immed iate gardens around Schloß 
Sanssouci with features such as an 
 obelisk with mock hieroglyphics 
erected to mark the entrance at the 
Hauptallee, and a garden grotto. Later 
development took place along the spine 
of the Hauptallee leading to Neues 
Palais. The ridges north of this could 
exploit views. To begin with several small island gardens were created around follies within 
the landscape but under Frederick’s successors more sight lines were opened up. The reor-
ganisation by Peter Joseph Lenné in the English landscape style took place from 1828, after 
which the Park Charlottenhof section south of Hauptallee was added. Under Friedrich 
Wilhelm IV the Italian touches appeared and the so-called Marlygarten was developed.
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(€37 for four days, €42 for five or €47 for six). 
Six-day cards expire at midnight on the sixth 
day of use. 

The WelcomeCard can be bought at tourist 
offices in Potsdam, ViP transit information 
points and some hotels. 

Sanssouci+ ticket
Visitors attempting to see as many palaces 
as possible in a day should consider the day 
pass (€19/14, 25% discount with Berlin & 
Potsdam WelcomeCard) for admission to 
most Potsdam palaces (excepting Schloß 
Babelsberg, while admission to the Belvedere 
auf demm Pfingstberg is discounted). A family 
ticket including up to four children up to 18 
costs €49. 

The pass, which comes with a fixed time 
allocation at Schloß Sanssouci, can be bought 
at palaces, the Historische Mühle visitor 
centre, online at the URL tickets.spsg.de or 
through the ‘Combined Tickets’ tab under the 
Palaces & Gardens menu at www.spsg.de. The 
ticket is then sent by email and must be printed 
out. There is a €2 per pass advance booking 
charge. A photography permit for all palaces 
costs €3 a day.

Familienkarte Potsdam
The family day ticket for all palaces except 
Schloß Sanssouci and Belvedere auf dem 
Pfingstberg costs €25 from all ticket offices.

Tours 
A point-by-point tour of 23 city sights can be 
followed with the MP3 file (with finder map) 
downloadable free at potsdam.tomis.mobi/en.

CitySightseeing Potsdam’s Potsdam City  
Tour (tel 0331-974376) runs 12-stop 
multilingual hop on-hop off double-decker 
bus tours (Apr-Oct, €17/15, children €6,  
25% off  w i th  Ber l in  & Po t sdam  
WelcomeCard), with tickets valid for a day, 
from Luisenplatz 2. Buses leave every 30 
minutes, starting just before 10.00. 

The city and castle Alter Fritz three-hour 
bus tours (Nov-mid Mar mornings only, mid 
Mar-Oct three times daily, €18/16,  www.
schloesserrundfahrten.de) depart from the 
Hauptbahnhof’s Babelsberger Straße exit with 
either English-speaking or multilingual audio 
guide, the commentary revolving around 
anecdotes of the Hohenzollern rulers.

The free three-part Potsdam City Tours 
Android app, downloadable from Google Play, 
offers a commentary from the viewpoint of 
Frederick the Great and a point-to-point tour 
of sites. 

Cruises  
Weisse Flotte (tel 0331-2759210, www.
schifffahrt-in-potsdam.de) at Lange Brücke 
6 runs Schifffahrt in Potsdam 90-minute 
tours (€16-18, families €45) with English 
commentary around the lake castles past 
Glienicker Brücke (Mar-Nov at least three 
times daily). 

Four-hour island cruises (late Mar-
late Apr and May-Oct M-Su €23, families 
€57.50) or Havel lake cruises (€23, families 
€50) or Wannsee single (€12) or return (€20) 
cruises are also offered (25% discount with 
WelcomeCard). Cruises depart from the quay 
at Neuer Lustgarten near Lange Brücke. 

Potsdamer Wassertaxi trips (€4-13, day 
tickets €19, children 6-14 half-fare, bicycles 
€3) attract a 25% discounts with Berlin 

https://tickets.spsg.de
https://www.spsg.de
https://potsdam.tomis.mobi/en
http://www.schloesserrundfahrten.de
http://www.schloesserrundfahrten.de
https://www.schifffahrt-in-potsdam.de
https://www.schifffahrt-in-potsdam.de


The Bildergalerie (May-Oct Tu-Su 10-18, €6/5) on 
the terrace immediately east of Schloß Sanssouci 
was Frederick’s palace of art, housing a collection of 
almost 200 Flemish and Dutch Baroque and Italian 
Renaissance paintings with ornate frames. Many 
works remain to indicate his tastes (see Museums). 
Completed in the 1760s by Johann Gottfried Büring, 
it is the oldest such gallery in Germany. Inside and 
out, allegorical decoration in sculpture and stucco 
invoke Enlightenment ideals in the arts and sciences, 
although the outer appearance is restrained compared 
to the opulent interiors, including marble floors and 
gilded decoration. Outside is a garden in the Dutch 
style. Take bus X15 or 695 to Schloß Sanssouci.

In 1768, Frederick had Knobeldorff ’s orangery 
(1747) redesigned into the guest palace Neue  
Kammern (Apr-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, €6/5) by Carl 
von Gontard and Georg Christian Unger. The Ro-
coco building, like the Bildergalerie, was outwardly 
simple with rich interiors and banquet rooms and 
created a symmetrical ensemble with the palace and 
gallery on the terrace. The central hall was lined 
with jasper and the ceiling painting showed Venus. 
A gallery with gilded wall reliefs was inspired by 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Two guest apartments are 
panelled in ornamented wood. Some of the paint-
ings show views of Potsdam in Frederick’s lifetime. 
Take bus X15 or 695 to Schloß Sanssouci.

The Historische Mühle at Maulbeerallee 5 
near Schloß Sanssouci is a late 18th century 
windmill in the Dutch style, which was rebuilt 
in the 1990s after a wartime fire. Its predeces-
sor, a 1738 post mill, was called by the practical 
Frederick the Great “the adornment of the 
palace”, but according to one story he asked 
for it to be moved because of its rattling. The 
miller took his king to an appeals court and it 
stayed until just after Frederick’s death, when 
it was replaced by today’s mill. Today it opens 
its inner workings to the public (see Museums) 
and corn milling resumed in 2003. Take bus 
X15 or 695 to Schloß Sanssouci.

The idea for the imposing Neue Orangerie 
(Apr Sa-Su 10-17.30, May-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, 
€6/5 with tour, tower €3/2) on the northern 
height was sketched by Friedrich Wilhelm IV, 
like most of his fancies from Italian inspira-
tions. It combines influences from Rome, the 
Vatican and Florence in a statement that merits 
the king’s statue in front. Ludwig Ferdinand 
Hesse and Friedrich August Stüler saw the 
project through in 1856 and the terraces, with 

a view over the garden and cascades built in front, were the work of Lenné. On the lawn 
below is a small equestrian statue of Frederick the Great. One hall was designed to hang 
locally produced copies of works by Raphael. The king had plans, never realised, for this 
building to be the centrepiece of a larger project. Take bus 695 to Orangerie.

The Drachenhaus was built in 1770 by Carl von 
Gontard for a Rhineland grenadier of Frederick 
the Great, based on a picture of Canton’s Ta-Ho 
Pagoda with three upper tiers. The name came 
from gilded dragons mounted on the octa-
gon-shaped tower. A project to grow Rhine-style 
wines on the ridge nearby failed but orchards 
eventually appeared and a palace gardener took 
over the residence. Then it fell into disuse before a 
coffee house opened there in the 19th century and 
a cafe and restaurant operate from the building 
today. The round Neocassical pavilion Belvedere 
auf dem Klausberg can be glimpsed to the west. 
Take bus 695 to Drachenhaus.
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Potsdam WelcomeCard and depart from the 
Hauptbahnhof end of Lange Brücke (the ticket 
office is on the other side of the river).

Views 
The cupola of the St. Nikolaikirche (Tu-Sa 
10-18, Su 11.30-18, €5) 42m or more than 200 
steps above Alter Markt provides the best view 
of Potsdam’s old city and surrounding lakes. 

The Belvedere auf dem Pfingstberg (see 
entry below) and the 46m Flatowturm (May-
Oct Sa-Su 10-17.30, €4/3) from different 
perspectives offer fine all-round views of the 
Potsdam area and the Havel lakes. For the 
Flatowturm, take bus 616 to Sternwarte or 
Schloß Babelsberg.

The Ruinenberg north of Schloß 
Sanssouci enjoys a commanding vista over 
the city and lakes area, although the artificial 
ruin Normannischer Turm is closed off due 
to structural dangers. Take tram 92 to Johan-
Bouman-Platz. From the west end of Park 
Sanssouci, the round Belvedere auf dem 
Klausberg offers a panorama. Take bus 695 
to Drachenhaus.

Parks & gardens
Potsdam is surrounded by parks, dotted with 
palaces and architectural follies reflecting 
the idiosyncracies of their patrons. Park 
Sanssouci, at the west edge of the city, combines 
many stages and styles of park development 
and merges with Park Charlottenhof to the 
south. Hauptallee runs 2km east-west from 
the obelisk on Schopenhauerstraße, around 
the fountain Große Fontäne below Schloß 
Sanssouci, to the imposing facade of Neues 
Palais. 

Parts at the east end, notably the Wein-
bergterrassen, Holländischer Garten below the 
Bildergalerie and the Marlygarten attached 
to the Friedenskirche are separated by walls 
and the Botanischer Garten on Maulbeerallee 
below the Neue Orangerie is largely fenced off. 
Most of these exhibit formal characteristics 
with statuary, while the broader layout by 
Peter Joseph Lenné is a landscaped vision. 
The entire area also has a boundary fence. The 
park map at 1:5000 scale (see Information) is 
desirable for following the many paths past all 
the key buildings.

Neuer Garten is the setting for 
Marmorpalais and Schloß Cecilienhof north 
of the city, spreading north-south along 
Heiliger See. Bus 603 stops at the south 
end (Alleestraße or the corner of Große 
Weinmeisterstraße and Am Neuen Garten) 
and north end (Höhenstraße near the Meierei 
– the dairy – or Schloß Cecilienhof). Other 
worthwhile sights are the pyramid north of 
Marmorpalais, used as a giant food storage, 
and the Orangerie to the palace’s south. 

A walk south-east from Cecilienhof leads 
past Grünes Haus, the Nordic-style buildings 
of the old royal sailing station Kongsnæs and 
Villa Schöningen to Glienicker Brücke (tram 
93 or the Wassertaxi ferry). The garden is open 
daily from 8.00 until dark. Park Glienicke, 
with the villa-style summer palace Schloß 
Glienicke, is across the bridge in Greater 
Berlin.

Park Babelsberg across the Tiefer See 
from the Altstadt provides an opportunity to 
walk from building to building while enjoying 
occasional vantage points back to the city. At 
the north end bus 616 stops at the main gate 
near Schloß Babelsberg. Around the shore of 



Frederick the Great admired French culture but was not the only monarch in German 
lands who did not want to be overshadowed by Versailles. The 1769 late Baroque edifice 
Neues Palais (Apr-Oct W-M 10-17.30, Nov-Mar W-M 10-16.30, €8/6 with tour or audio 
guide) at the west end of Park Sanssouci was Frederick’s assertion that Prussian brilliance 
was undimmed by the Seven Years War, but otherwise out of character for a monarch fru-
gal where non-military matters were concerned. Designed with more than 200 apartments, 
it dwarfs the delicate Schloß Sanssouci (to which it was the second summer residence) 
counting 300 figures from mythology on its roof, replete with Rococo theatre and banquet-
ing halls. A mock temple stood front for the king’s antiquities collection. Its ostentation 
as a residence kept it in favour with monarchs up to the last emperor Wilhelm II. The 
colonnaded Kommunen behind, built in the mid-18th century for staff, is now part of 
Potsdam’s university. The royal apartment (May-Oct W-M, €6/5) is accessible by tour only. 
Take buses 605-6, 695 or X5 to Neues Palais.

The oriental motif was fashionable in the pavilions 
of princely gardens and Frederick, though no slave 
to fashion, suggested the ideas for the Chinesisches 
Haus (Easter weekend 10-17.30, May-Oct Tu-Su 
10-17.30, €4/3). It was completed in 1757 by Johann 
Gottfried Büring, south of Hauptallee, for the king’s 
small summer gatherings. The Rococo decoration 
included gilt life-size musicians and tea drinkers by 
Peter Benckert and Johann Gottlieb Heymüller. The 
setting expressed the king’s preference for intimate 
surroundings – even the kitchen was removed  
from the scene of what was then a southern corner 
of the palace park – while the pavilion held the 
porcelain.

The extension of Park Sanssouci to the south by the 
acquisition of an estate provided Friedrich Wilhelm 
IV, then crown prince, the opportunity to com-
mission Schloß Charlottenhof (1828), a Classicist 
makeover by Ludwig Persius and Karl Friedrich 
Schinkel of the 18th century manor house on the 
site – with Friedrich Wilhelm’s collaboration. The 
restrained elegance was an expression of a bourgeois 
ideal of an informal country villa. The interiors with 
furnishings by Schinkel are in near-original con-
dition. Admission (May-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, €6/5, 
joint ticket with Römische Bäder €8/6) is by tour 
only, but an English text is provided. Take tram 94 or 
98 or buses 605-6 to Schloß Charlottenhof.

The Italian taste of Friedrich Wilhelm was 
met with the Florentine villa concept for the 
Römische Bäder (May-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, 
€5/4) completed in 1844 as a Romantic 
ensemble by Persius to designs he produced 
with Schinkel with the enthusiastic input of 
the king. First completed was a court gar-
dener’s house, followed by a summer house, 
bath house and tea pavilion. The site exploit-
ed the shore of Maschinenteich, a pondage 
for the steam pump, and was surrounded by 
kitchen gardens created by Hermann Sello. 
Take tram 94 or 98 or buses 605-6 to Schloß 
Charlottenhof.
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Glienicker Lake the pseudo-medieval castle 
form of the small Maschinenhaus and the 
Kleines Schloß to the west on Tiefer See are 
dominated by Schloß Babelsberg above, with 
a forecourt view over Glienicker Brücke to the 
north. Formerly the Berlin Wall ran along the 
shore and through the Maschinenhaus.

To the south-east of the castle along the 
rambling path network are the old stables (slated 
for renovation) and the Gothic Gerichtslaube, 
part of Berlin’s 13th century town hall moved 
to the site during the 1860s. Further south-east 
is the Flatowturm (see Views and the entry 
below). The garden is open daily from 8.00 
until dark. The Wassertaxi stops below on the 
lake shore. Beyond the south boundary, trams 
94 and 99 stop at Humboldtring.

With its tropical rainforest recreation, 
Biosphäre Potsdam (M-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-19, 
€11.50/7.80, children aged 3-4 €4.50, families 
€33.50) allows visitors of all ages to come 
face-to-face with exotic species of plants, 
reptiles, butterflies, birds and fish all under a 
roof in the public space Volkspark Potsdam 
(M-Su 5-23, Mar-Nov entry fee €1.50/0.50, 
Dec-Feb €0.50). Take tram 96 to Volkspark.

Completely different is the horticultural 
island Freundschaftsinsel under Lange 
Brücke, notable for a carefully cultivated 
collection of plant hybrids and the site for 
occasional events. 

Markets
Fresh produce from the surrounding districts 
is sold at markets in Bassinplatz (M-F 7-16, 
Sa 7-13). The markets at Nauener Tor and 
Hegelallee (W & Sa 9-16) include fresh 
produce, food delicacies and art and crafts.

A weekly farmers’ market and fleamarket 
(Sa 7-13) takes place at Weberplatz, the 
centre of the old Nowawes weavers’ settlement 
in Babelsberg. During the last weekend in 
November and the first in December, the site is 
taken over by a Bohemian Christmas market 
(F 17-22, Sa 11-22, Su 11-19). 

Events
The Potsdam Christmas market Blauer 
Lichterglanz at Luisenplatz runs from late 
in November until a few days after Christmas 
(closed Christmas Eve). Stalls open at 11.00 
daily, trading until 20.00 or 21.00 (Christmas 
and Boxing Day to 19.00). 

For the Potsdamer Schlößernacht festival 
see the Performance section.

Food
In the 18th century building and garden at 
Schopenhauer Straße 33, Alter Stadtwächter 
(Tu-Sa 11-23, Su 10-22, tel 0331-903741) 
offers a German menu (mostly under €20) 
with daily specials, salads, vegetarian options, 
steak and fish.

The floating restaurant Restaurantschiff 
John Barnett (Tu-Sa 16-late, Su 12-late, tel 
0331-2012099), moored in Tiefer See at the 
Schiffbauergass entertainment precinct, offers 
fish, meat, salads and vegetarian dishes up to 
€18, served in a cabin or on deck.

The Russian restaurant Alexandrowka 
(Tu-Su 12-21, tel 0331-2006478) at Russische 
Kolonie 1 serves national specialities and 
cakes under €15 in one of the traditional 
timber buildings in Siedlung Alexandrowka. 
There is also a tea garden. 

Restaurant and Café Drachenhaus (Apr-
Oct M-Su 11-19, Nov-Dec & Mar Tu-Su 



The Russische Kolonie or Siedlung Alexandrowka 
was symmetrically laid out in the northern part of 
the city by Peter Joseph Lenné around avenues as a 
cross of St Andrew in imitation of a village near St 
Petersburg. Friedrich Wilhelm III had encouraged 
a group of Russians to Potsdam as singers for one 
of his guards regiments but the village for him also 
served as a monument to his late friend, the tsar 
Alexander I.  The spacious plots were set up to be 
productive and were planted with fruit trees.  In 
recent years some of the houses have been rebuilt 
or conserved after deterioration and the orchards 
revived. Take tram 92 or 96 to Puschkinallee or 
bus 604 to Am Schragen.

The small Orthodox chapel Alexander-Newski- 
Gedächtniskirche (1829) was built for the  
Russian colony on Kapellenberg, a few hundred 
metres uphill and to the north, to plans modified  
by Karl Friedrich Schinkel from designs by the 
 Russian court architect Vasily Petrovich Stass-
ov.  The result blends Classical elements with the 
 Byzantine-Russian style. Some of the interior 
inventory is  original. Donations are requested from 
visitors.  Adjacent is a timber country residence 
(1826)  designed in Russian style by Auguste de 
Mont ferrand and built for Friedrich Wilhelm III. 
Take tram 92 or 96 or bus 604 to Am Schragen.

Enjoying one of the finest views in the region are the towers 
of the summer residence Belvedere auf dem Pfingstberg 
(1863), a pet project of Friedrich Wilhelm IV so lengthy the 
king never saw it to completion. The style is Neorenaissance 
but the arched and colonnaded frontage is that of a hilltop 
Classical temple. There is, however, a temple below – the 
earlier Pomonatempel (Easter-Oct Sa-Su 14-17, entry free), 
Schinkel’s first work from 1800. The Belvedere (Mar & Nov 
Sa-Su 10-16, Apr-Oct M-Su 10-18, €4.50/3.50, children 6-16 
€2, families €12, audio guides €1, Apr-Oct combination 
tickets with Schloß Cecilienhof €10/7, or Museum Alexand-
rowka €6.50/5) is reached by paths from the north end of 
Puschkinallee or from Nedlitzer Straße. Take bus 604 to Am 
Pfingstberg or tram 92 or 96 to Am Schragen.

Schloß Cecilienhof (Apr-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, Nov-Mar 
Tu-Su 10-16.30, €8/6 including tour or audio guide, Apr-
Oct combination tickets with Belvedere auf dem Pfingst-
berg or Marmorpalais €10/7) is in the style of an English 
lodge, built at the north end of Neuer Garten for the crown 
prince Wilhelm and his princess Cecile in 1917. The look is 
intimate but the residence still totals 176 rooms. Events saw 
to it that Wilhelm never became emperor and it was the 
last palace built by the Hohenzollerns. But the house’s role 
in history was played out as the venue for the 1945 Pots-
dam conference of Churchill (succeeded by Atlee), Truman 
and Stalin. The conference rooms hold most interest but 
the apartments (€6/5 with guided tour) are open. Take bus 
603 or the Wassertaxi to Schloß Cecilienhof.

The summer residence Marmorpalais (1791), built by 
Carl von Gontard for Friedrich Wilhelm II, expresses 
some restraint in its red-brick Neoclassical exterior 
elegance, but fully exploits the beauty of its lakeside 
location on Heiliger See in Neuer Garten. Opulence was 
however fully stated in the interiors carried through by 
Carl Gotthard Langhans, notably in the Orientalisches 
Kabinett and Konzertsaal. Arranged around it are (to the 
south-west) an orangerie and (to the north) a pyramid 
in the park grounds used for winter food storage. The 
palace (Apr Sa-Su 10-17.30, May-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, 
Nov-Mar Sa-Su 10-16, €6/5 with tour, Apr-Oct combin-
ation ticket with Schloß Cecilienhof €10/7) is 250m 
south-east of the Glumestraße bus stop (bus 603).
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noon-18, Jan-Feb Sa-Su noon-18, tel 0331-
5053808) at Maulbeerallee 4 on the ridge 
above Park Sanssouci, bakery, ice cream, 
although hot courses (up to €23) are restricted.

The cafe 11-Line (M-Su 11-late) at 
Charlottenstraße 119 has an alternative and 
multicultural flavour, with budget pasta, 
antipasto and a board of specials until late.

For a variety of burgers (including vegan 
and vegetarian) with drinks, Peter Pane (M-
Su 11-late) is next to the Stadtschloß at Otto-
Braun-Platz 1.

Meet & drink
Brandenburger Straße between Brandenburger 
Tor and Dortustraße is a popular cafe strip, 
especially outdoors when weather permits.  
Café Alice (Tu-Su 11-19) at Lindenstraße 
16 is the popular choice for coffee and cake, 
offering outdoor service.

The laid-back cafe and bar 11-Line 
(see Food above), serving coffee, beer and 
cocktails, includes a gallery and a program of 
arts events and offers live music on Sundays.

Accommodation
To book accommodation through the tourist 
office see Quick Guide above. There is a range 
of pension offerings from Pensionsbetrieb 
Potsdam (tel 0331-5854070, www.potsdam-
pension.de) starting at €40 for singles or €50 
for doubles (with free parking and WLAN), 
but some flats are available at rates of €25 
per person per night. For other budget room 
listings go to www.deutsche-pensionen.de/
pension-potsdam.

Pension Havelbucht (tel 0331-6208400,  
www.pension-havelbucht.de) at Schopen-
hauerstraße 39 offers accommodation in 
a range of rooms and apartments with full 
facilities from €25 per person. Take bus X15 
or 606 to Naturkundemuseum.

Quartier Hostel (tel 0331-2739939, www.
potsdam-hostel.com) at Ribbeckstraße 41 
north of Park Sanssouci has singles at €45, 
beds in four-bed dorms with shared facilities 
(€30) and family rooms for up to four children 
(€70). A booked breakfast costs €4.  There is 
a shared kitchen, WLAN access is available 
in common areas and there are Bett+Bike 
facilities for cyclists. Private bathrooms can 
be booked. Take bus 614 to Ribbeckstraße and 
walk 300m south.

In Babelsberg is Pension und Restaurant 
Unicat (tel 0331-625112, www.pension-
unicat.de) Karl-Liebknecht-Straße 26, offering 
standard singles/doubles/triples in high season 
with bath from €59/66/94 and free WLAN 
(breakfast extra) but there are deals available. 
Offers include singles for three nights 
without breakfast (€120) and doubles without 
breakfast for three nights (€135), four nights 
(€180), seven nights (€295) and two weeks 
(€595). For accommodation with kitchenette 
the surcharge is €10 a night and extra beds are 
available. Take S7 to Potsdam-Babelsberg and 
walk north on Karl-Liebknecht-Straße or take 
bus 616 or 694 to Spindelstraße.

Another Babelsberg option is the small 
Pension am Findling (tel 0331-742064, www.
pension-am-findling.de) at Großbeerenstraße 
105, with high-season single/double rooms 
or apartments including breakfast at €50/80 
(€44/68 without breakfast). A holiday 
apartment costs €130 a night. Between 
November and February rates fall. Extra beds 
are €15 and children under 4 stay free. Parking 

https://www.potsdam-pension.de
https://www.potsdam-pension.de
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The Romantic ideals of Karl Friedrich Schinkel’s later architecture made Schloß Babels-
berg (1833) the first of the continent’s Neogothic palaces, influenced by Schinkel’s travel 
in Britain and notions associating Romanticism with German unity. The palace was a 
summer residence for the crown prince, later Wilhelm I, whose princess Augusta took 
firm views on the project, arguing with both Schinkel and Lenné when it came to park 
matters. The prince Hermann von Pückler-Muskau was responsible for much of the 
garden layout. The palace interior is closed during restoration in an ongoing €10 million 
project. The forecourt area provides a view over Glienicker Brücke and the lakes. Take bus 
616 or the Wassertaxi to Schloß Babelsberg. Picture © Andre Stiebitz/Potsdam Marketing 
und Service GmbH-Stiftung Preußische Schlösser und Gärten 

The Neogothic Flatowturm (1856) was designed by 
Johann Heinrich Strack for the emperor William I 
with a medieval gate tower in Frankfurt as a model. 
The tower, used as guest accommodation, contin-
ued the Potsdam tradition of erecting buildings 
offering a view from lofty locations. As its moat, 
the tower used the water storage for Park Babels-
berg. The 46m tower can be climbed (May-Oct 
Sa-Su 10-17.30, €4/3) for its city and lake view. 
Just to the north is 
the Gerichtslaube, a 
transplanted fragment 
of the medieval Berlin 
Rathaus. Take bus 616 
to Sternwarte or Schloß 
Babelsberg or the 
Wassertaxi to Schloß 
Babelsberg.

The arched steel Glienicker Brücke (1907) across the Havel at the north end of Potsdam 
was used for a known handful of prisoner exchanges at the Cold War frontier and hence 
will always be regarded as the bridge of spies. At this isolated spot the border was a simple 
line across the middle of the bridge (marked by a plaque today), though carefully watched. 
Here the U-2 reconnaissance pilot Francis Gary Powers was handed back to US officials in 
1962. By this time the original structure, blown up during World War II, had been almost 
completely rebuilt. Other exchanges were set here in the pages of popular espionage fiction. 
An exhibition on the bridge’s history is at the nearby Villa Schöningen (see Museums). 
Take tram 93 to Glienicker Brücke.

is also free and bicycles can be hired at €5 per 
day or €20 per week. Take bus 601 or 619 to 
Eichenweg.

Bed and Breakfast am Luisenplatz (tel 
0331-9719020, www.bed-breakfast-potsdam.
de) offers singles/doubles with full facilities 
in the old town at Zimmerstraße 1 from 
€65/79.40 but rates can be lower for a week or 
longer. Breakfast is €12.50 per person extra. 
Take bus 605, 606 or X15, or tram 91, 94 or 
98, to Luisenplatz-Süd.

The medium-sized Altstadt Hotel (tel  
0331-284990, www.altstadt-hotel-potsdam.de)  
in a central period building at Dortustraße 9 
has singles/doubles from €67/85 with full 
facilities and breakfast in high season but these 
rates sink considerably from November to 
March. Children stay for up to €27 each extra. 
Take trams 91, 94 or 98 or buses 605 or 695 
to Dortustraße and walk north on Dortustraße.

Standard single/double rooms at Hotel NH 
Potsdam (tel 0331-23170, www.nh-hotels.
com/hotel/nh-potsdam) in a central heritage 
building at Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 88, start at 
€61 booked online (breakfast buffet 17 per 
person extra), but are in high demand. Wi-fi is 
free. Take tram 92 or 96 or bus 604 to Nauener 
Tor.

The DJH hostel is Jugendherberge 
Potsdam-Haus der Jugend (tel 0331-
5813100, email jh-potsdam@jugendherberge.
de) at Schulstraße 9 immediately south of the 
Babelsberg station with beds and breakfast 
in high season at €25 (€29 for guests 27 
and over, €12.50 for children aged 3 to 5 
with familes), low season €19.50 (€23.50 
or €9.75). Schulstraße is reached at the east 
end via Wattstraße or the east end via Karl-
Liebknecht-Straße.

Performance
The Nikolaisaal (www.nikolaisaal.de) in 
Wilhelm-Staab-Straße is the city’s chief 
performance venue for music of all styles. 
Tickets (tel 0331-2888828, through the 
website or at tourist offices) vary widely with 
acts but concert tickets, some as little as €5-10, 
are listed for each on the calendar. 

The Potsdamer Schlößernacht festival 
in August brings evening music and dance 
to the palaces of Park Sanssouci and most 
tickets (adult €40-45, students concessions, 
children 13 and under free) for the two days 
are sold months in advance. The website www.
potsdamer-schloessernacht.de has details and 
a ticket sales link.

Egyptian models are among those 
used for Potsdam structures - this 
 pyramid near Marmorpalais was used 
for food storage.
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For a summary of all Potsdam museums, visit en.potsdam.
de/content/museums. A €12 combination card (covering 
one adult with up to two children) for four museums, the 
Potsdam museum, Haus der Brandenburgisch-Preußischen 
Geschichte, Filmmuseum Potsdam and Naturkundemuseum 
is available.
Potsdam Museum (Tu-W & F 10-17, Th 10-19, Sa-Su 10-18, 
free for standing exhibitions) in the Altes Rathaus, Am Alter 
Markt 9, combines city history – including the military past – 
and art with changing exhibitions (€5/3). Take tram 91-3, 96 or 
98 or bus 604, 605 or 695 to Alter Markt.
Haus der Brandenburgisch-Preußischen Geschichte 
(Tu-Th 10-17, F-Su 10-18, €7/5) in the Kutschstall, Am 
Neuen Markt 9, has a standing exhibition on the history of 
Brandenburg and Prussia and the nature and significance of 
the Prussian military heritage plus special exhibitions. Take 
tram 91-3, 96 or 98 or bus 604, 605 or 695 to Alter Markt. 
Museum Barberini (www.museum-barberini.com/en, W-M 
10-19, €14/10, last-hour tickets €8/6, 25% discount for palace 
ticket holders, visitors 17 and under free) at Humboldtstraße 
5, facing Alter Markt, is a recently opened art museum based 
around GDR-period and landscape Impressionist works 
collected by benefactor Hasso Plattner. Temporary exhibitions 
include loaned works of international significance. Audio 
guides are €2. The museum is open the first Thursday each 
month until 21.00. Take tram 91-3, 96 or 98 or bus 604, 605 
or 695 to Alter Markt.
The Bildergalerie (May-Oct Tu-Su 10-17.30, €6/5 with audio 
guide) was Frederick the Great’s royal collection of paintings 
and many of the works he admired remain in the gallery 
he ordered built. Others have been included from Prussian 
palaces. Today, 140 paintings from the 15th to 18th centuries 
include works by Van Dyck, Rubens and Caravaggio and 
there are French sculptures from Frederick period. Take bus 
X15 or 695 to Schloß Sanssouci.
Historische Mühle (Jan-Mar & Nov Sa-Su 10-16, Apr-Oct 
M-Su 10-18, €4/2, families €11) at Maulbeerallee 5 shows 
the inner workings of the mill on the ridge behind Schloß 
Sanssouci and the story of milling there. Take bus X15 or 695 
to Schloß Sanssouci.
Natural history from the region is exhibited at the 
Naturkundemuseum (Tu-Su 9-17, €4, visitors 12-18 €2, 
children 6-12 €1), Breite Straße 13. The permanent collection 
includes an aquarium. But closed some holidays. The 
museum is also open the first Monday each month. Take bus 
X15 or 606 to Naturkundemuseum.
Extavium (Th-F 9-18, Sa-Su 10-17, €7/5, children under 
4 €3) at Am Kanal 57 is an interactive science museum 
aimed at children that offers insights into basic problems 
in the natural world. Young people can perform their own 
experiments. Take tram 93, 94 or 99 to Burgstraße. 
Gedenkstätte Lindenstraße (Mar-Dec Tu-Su 10-18, Jan-Feb 
Tu-Su 10-17, €2/1), a memorial in the Kommandantenhaus 
at Lindenstraße 54 to victims of political oppression and 
violence. The building was used as a political prison, first 
during World War II and later by the GDR government and 
the KGB. Cells and the prison yard can be viewed. Ask for 
an English booklet. Take tram 91, 94 or 98 or bus 605 to 
Dortustraße.
An exhibition on the history of Glienicker Brücke and its spy 
exchanges (Th-F 11-18, Sa-Su 10-18, €5/3) is at the lakeside 
mansion Villa Schöningen, Berliner Straße 86. Temporary 
exhibitions of art also take place. Take tram 93 to Glienicker 
Brücke.
Filmmuseum Potsdam (Tu-Su 10-18, €5/4), in the old 
Marstall building at Breite Straße 1, shows collections on 
the history of Babelsberg film studios over a century, film 
technology and the film history of the GDR. Films (Tu-Su 

15.00 & 17.00, plus 21.00 Th-Sa, €5/2.50) including silent 
films with live music (€10) are shown in the attached cinema. 
Take tram 91-93, 96 or 98-9 or bus 603-5 to Alter Markt.  
Filmpark Babelsberg (Apr-Sep M-Su 10-18, Oct M-Su 
10-17, €22/15) is a theme park exploring most aspects 
of filmmaking and television on both sides of the camera, 
including stunts, special effects and other cinema arts, with 
the opportunity to explore sets. English audio guides are 
available. Take bus 601, 619 or 690 to Filmpark.
Museum 
Alexandrowka 
(Mar F-Su 
10-18, Apr-Oct 
Th-Tu 10-
18, €3.50/3, 
children under 
14 free) in the 
old warden’s 
house at 
Russische 
Kolonie 2, one 
of the restored 
heritage timber 
buildings of the 
1820s, covers 
the history of 
Potsdam’s 
Russian 
enclave. Take 
tram 92 or 96 to 
Puschkinallee.
Nowaweser 
Weberstube 
Museum (Tu & Th 13-16, donation requested), Karl-
Liebknecht-Straße 23, displays artefacts and equipment 
from the weavers’ settlement of Nowawes, populated by 
immigrants from Bohemia from the mid-18th century. There is 
also a herb garden. Take tram 94 or 99 or bus 601, 616, 690 
or 693 to Rathaus Babelsberg.

Museumshaus im Güldenen Arm (W-Su 12-18, donation 
requested) in the half-timbered building at Hermann-Elflein-
Straße 3 has a blend of artworks with a regional flavour, 
including ceramics. Take bus 692 or 695 to Mauerstraße.
Museum FLUXUS+ (W-Su 13-18, €7.50/3, children 
under 14 free, half-price first Wednesday each month) at 
Schiffbausergasse 4F celebrates the Fluxus movement that 
began in the 1960s, especially the work of Wolf Vostell. An 
audio guide in English (€2) is available. Take trams 93-4  
or 99.
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